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Abstract : At the start of the new-control system design, decision was made to manage the huge amount
of data by means of a database management system. Thorough investigations led us to focus our choice on the
INGRES relational database management system. '

This paper describes the first implementations built on the INGRES relational database. It emphasizes
the way real time and data management domains are interleaved. .Also problems induced by Ada/SQL
interfacing are briefly discussed.

Database management concerns the whole hardware and software configuration for the GANIL. pieces of
equipment and the alarm system either for the alarm configuration or for the alarm logs. An other field of
application encompasses the beam parameter archiving as a function of the various kinds of beams accelerated
at GANIL (ion species, energies, charge states...).

Lastly, future enhancements and extensions are presented.

1 Main features.

1.1 Why a relational database management system ?

When the new control system was designed, we wondered about the approach to adopt as regard to the
data management implementation. Data to be managed are of very different kinds including the hardware and
software configuration for pieces of equipment, the beam parameters archiving, the alarm history... It was also
obvious that this list was not exhaustive and should be able to extend and cope with the growing needs of
Ganil.

The first requirement was to build the data mar.agencent facility on a solution that complies with
recognized standard and does not need too heavy home-developments. An other aim in this approach was to
highly integrate the data management into the control system to provide new capabilities to the whole system
either for the operator consoles, the beam tuning applications or for off-line management.

We therefore decided to implement the data management on a relational database management system
(RDBMS) as this technology is widely used. The only restriction to this approach was that we did not have any
experience about the relational concepts and that less than two people can be appointed to this field of
technology which is quite far from our real-time usual problems.

1.2 Choice of the INGRES relational database management system.

From end of 1989 to spring 1990, a specific investigation has been carried about to choose a RDBMS
system. This led us to adopt the INGRES RDBMS provided by the ASK/INGRES company. Main Teasons of
this choice are :



• INGRES is one of the most widely used RDBMS product, running on various kinds of platforms
and operating systems,

- Although RDBMS pieces of software are very different from our common real time
environment, it seemed to us that the INGRES system was likely able to be learned, managed and
administrated by a very limited team. In particular, INGRES products feature a good
homogeneity and present the same user interface approach,

- Since ADA had been choosen as the basic language of the control system, it was very important
to us to verify the use of the ADA/SQL interface. This point was checked successfully referring to
the experience of the aircraft navigation control center near Paris,

- INGRES provides a high level graphic programming environnment related to databases
interfacing. This object-oriented software allows to build powerful database interfaces running on
workstations by manipulating graphic objects and database fields,

• INGRES support was said by many French users to be of good quality.

1.3 The INGRES basic configuration.

The whole INGRES configuration based on the common client/server architecture is shown in figure 1.

At the development level,
an INGRES server running on the
VAX6410 answers to two classes
of needs : software developments
and off-line databases access.
Access to the data management
facility can be performed from
alphanumeric terminals or from
workstations. End-user interface is
also provided from PCs or Mac
through the GQL product.

The real time layer has its
own INGRES server on the
VAX4400 reachable from
programs running in a local mode
or from each operator console
workstation.
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Figure 1.

1.4 Ada/SQL interfacing.

For the applications needing to access the databases (about 5% of the ADA software written consists of
database interfacing) it was mandatory to provide ADA packages to interface applications with databases.
Calling SQL queries from ADA programs brought problems we had to examine carefully. To specify this point,
some of these problems are summarized here :

• As the database server does not know the ADA multitasking concepts, any ADA application accessing
the database must have a dedicated task playing the role of an internal server for the process.



- When ADA exceptions are raised inside some specific code sequences accessing the database such as
"select loops" or "cursors", the ADA exception processing must close properly the current query otherwhise an
SQL error could occur later in the application.

- Before the ADA compilation, an ADA/SQL preprocessor is invoked to translate the SQL statements
into calls to a shared library. This preprocessor does not include all the ADA concepts such as the package
concept; also the scope of SQL variables is not the same for the preprocessor and the ADA compiler. So, to
ease the implementation of ADA/SQL interfaces, we use "separated" modules so that the SQL variables scope
is quite near the ADA variables scope. We also adopted some specific conventions for variables naming
(database column names, null indicators, sorting variables...).

1.5 W4GL programming.

"WINDOWS 4GL" (W4GL) is the window-based application development system supplied with the
INGRES environment, independent from the windowing system. It allows to build a database user interface in a
graphic environment without any Motif or X-window programming. Schematically, it consists of two main
tools:

5.S.I Graphic presentation.
I !

A graphic editor which manipulates graphic components (line, ellipse, text ...) and database
oriented objects (fields or table fields issued from the database). All these basic components can be
grouped to create composite objects.

1.5.2 W4GL programming.

The W4GL language is based on an object-oriented approach, with interfaces to the database
through the SQL language. The whole programming is event driven, each event defined for an object
being assigned to a W4GL code block. The events can be user interface events (click on a button,
moving from one field to an other, setting a value...) or software events either raised by any application
(W4GL or Fortran, C, Ada external application) or database events handled directly by SQL statements.

2 The equipment database.

2.1 Description of the Ganil equipment

All the 1800 pieces of equipment are sorted into more than 10 classes, each class being software driven
by a handler. For example, we therefore find the "power supply" class, the "stepping motor" class, the "generic
analog input/output" class... Typically a piece of equipment consists of one to four input/output points.

Pieces of equipment are directly under the control of the CAMAC RTVAX processors running
VAXELN, each CAMAC crate being autonomous. In order to provide real time performances, each crate has
its own "real-time database" which consists of a subset of the INGRES database loaded into its live memory.

Data related to any piece of equipment are of several kinds:

- Hardware configuration : name of the Ethernet CAMAC node, addresses (CAMAC slot number
and sub-address, internal multiplex address).

- Equipment specification : device scaling information, maximum and minimum values, units...
- Software handling: console update and surveillance periods...
- Operator interface definition : list of the Motif widgets to be displayed when controlling the

piece of equipment from an operator console.



2.2 Overview of the data flow layout

The equipment database is located in the VAX server and can be accessed through INGRES tools or
W4GL applications from any node in the cluster. After changes have been occured on this database, ADA
programs generate several files as described on the figure 2.

• A first "dictionary" file gives the
topologic configuration of the equipment
(i.e. the class of the equipment and the
CAMAC node which handles it). An
ADA program running on the
workstations reads later this file to load it
into a shared memory reachable from any
program.

• A second file describes the pieces
of equipment configuration of the
CAMAC crates. This file is read by the
CAMAC data server process running on
the VAX4400 to instantiate ADA
packages.

• For each CAMAC crate, four
files contain the 'whole hardware
configuration. One file describes the
general configuration for the chassis and
is first sent to perform memory allocation
The three other files are afterwards
transmitted to the CAMAC crate and
constitute the specific "VAXELN database"
the CAMAC installation.

Data handling lor
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Figure 2.

including the equipment description, the alarm configuration and

Having received all these files, the CAMAC crate is therefore autonomous and handles the equipment
and alarms without any interaction with the relational database or with the RMS files. So for this application
the relational database is only concerned at a background level, ADA programs access the database only just
after the generation phase.

2J Operator interface to the equipment database.
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W4GL applications have
been developed for consultation or
updating of the database as shown
on figure 3 which displays data
related to a stepping motor.

Figure 3.



3 The alarm control system.

3.1 The alarm database.

In addition to the alarm hardware configuration involved in the equipment database, the alarm database
is concerned with two kinds of data. A first group describes all the data required at the real time level for alarm
processing: alarm text and format, output devices (Xterm, alphanumeric display, VMS mailbox, RMS file...),
time during which the alarm should be archived ... The other pan of the alarm database consists of the
archiving system for the alarms and in option their acknowledges.

3.2 Implementation.

Alonn processing and archiving

Real-time level : The alarm
processing is achieved by two ADA
processes. One of them is in charge of the
first level processing ; after changes
performed on the alarm description data,
it accesses the database to load into its
own memory the whole alarm system
configuration. It communicates with the
second one through VMS mailboxes, this
process having to perform alarm
archiving into the database.

Off-line level : Configuration of
the alarm system can be performed by
using a W4GL application. An other
W4GL application allows operator to
have a view on the alarm history selected
by several criteria (date, category, name
of the equipment, severity, source node
...). A SQL batch procedures purges this
alarm history depending on various levels
of historisation.

Figure 4.

4 The beam parameter database.

4.1 Ion beams at GANIL.

GANIL is capable to accelerate various ion species from helium to uranium, with acceleration
characteristics (beam energy, charge state) varying within a wide range. The objective with this beam
parameter database is to store all the parameters corresponding to every beam delivered by the machine. These
parameters are either theoretical issued from an off-line calculation or collected by ADA programs acquiring
the whole accelerator settings after beam tunings and optimizations have been performed.

The database first describes the organization of the machine parameters according to all possible tunings
of the GANIL facility, following the machine architecture involved by the beam trajectory path. Most of data
stored in the database consist of the beam and equipment parameters by themselves.

4.2 Associated tools.

In a first step, only some basic tools have been delivered and many improvements will be developed as
soon as possible. To cope with the pre-existing situation, SQL procedures allow to load into the database
parameters calculated by the off-line Fortran PARAM program and others procedures recovered in the database
the beam parameters tunings stored by the old control system since the beginning of the GANIL.



Procedures mixing DCL commands, SQL procedures and taking part of INGRES capabilities such as the
"rules" or the "database procedures" allow people to prepare beams to be accelerated depending on the ion to be
accelerated and the tuning modes of the machine. The beam parameters can therefore be consulted through a
W4GL application available from any console workstation.

5 Others databases related to the operation.

5.1 Operation viewing and statistics.

By interacting with a dedicated W4GL application, operators store in a database the chronology of
GANIL operation : experimental rooms in which the beam is delivered, occuring failures ... The database is
therefore accessed from a Macintosh station to feed an EXCEL application for statistics and report purposes.

5.2 Management of the operator menus.

An other database contains all the items of the operator menus accessible from the console workstations.
These items are organized into tree structures specific to the workstation logical situation. The database is read
through recursive calls from an ADA program runned at the start of the workstation or after modifications of
the menus trees. Designing this application took benefit of the INGRES rules mechanism, which allows us to
interact with the database in a secure way.

t

Conclusion.

Considering the only two people working in the database field and the work which was carried out, we
do believe that the choice of a relational database and then the INGRES product appear clearly now to be of
great benefit and very productive for the new control system. Due to the schedule of the whole project, we only
had time up to now to implement the basic services implied by the data management need. We hope now be
able to take advantage of this first level of implementation by developing new applications coping with very
different aspects such as maintenance and statistics for the equipments, beam parameters optimization...

We were happy to notice that despite of what we thought at the beginning of the project, for many
application response times are not that bad. We also appreciate that using the database ought to build very
structured applications so introducing a methodical approach, even if not using a heavy CASE tool. So we are
now extending the use of the relational database in new applications like the beam stripper leaves or the magnet
characteristics management Also this work must be pursued by investigating further the optimization of the
databases and a more efficient administration of the database system.
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